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l, ZLCOT,E TO DELEGATE OF GREECE

The CH'AIR.TAN welcomed Professor ALIVISATOS (Greece), who wished to join

the Sub -Committee on Pilgrimage.

2. CONSIDER4ITION OF ANNEX A OF THE DRAFT INTERNATIONAL SANITARY REGULATIONS
(Continuation) (Item 5.2 of the Agenda) (Document 'ZHO Regulations No.2)

Mr, HASELGROVE (United Kingdom) thought that, in present circumstances,

there could be no doubt that the maintenance of the Kamaran station would be in

the interests of international health and of the conditions of the pilgrims. On

the other hand, the history of the matter must be taken into consideration. The

provision of the 1926 Convention that ships going to the Hedjaz must call at Kamaran

had been supported by an agreement between the countries concerned (including the

United Kingdom) governing the maintenance and financing of the station.

It was clear from the discussion at the previous meeting that such agreement

did not exist at the present time. Certain countries had recently indicated that

they did not regard the continuance of the agreement as desirable and did not

intend, in the future, to instruct their ships to call at Kamaran.

If the Kamaran station were to be maintained, it must be supported by the

countries concerned. The United Kingdom Government was at present sharing the

cost of maintaining the station and would continue to do so throughout 1951 but

certainly could not be solely responsible for its future maintenance. The United

Kingdom Government had already asked certain of the interested countries if they

would be prepared to share the cost of maintaining the station but replies so far

received indicated that the response would not be favourable.
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Mr. Haselgrove thought that, in the circumstances, the Regulations should

not include any requirement for ships to call at Kamaran. The eventual solution

would appear to be the establishment of a quarantine station at Jeddah, which he

understood had already been planned.

Dr. MAMOEN (Indonesia), explaining the measures taken at the port of

embarkation in Indonesia, said he hoped to convince the members of the Special

Committee that the "double barrier" - constituted by the measures taken at

Kamaran followed by the examination at Jeddah - was unnecessary. The situation

at Jeddah had improved to such an extent that it could provide facilities as

adequate as those at Kamaran.

He added that his Government had already replied to the United Kingdom

Government that they would agree to share in the maintenance of the Kamaran

station, as an emergency arrangement, provided that the other countries concerned

were willing to do so. He supported the proposal to delete paragraph 1 of

Article 4.

Dr. J.FAR (Pakistan) thought that, although he had tried to show that from

a scientific point of view the maintenance of the Kamaran station in connexion

with the prevention of the introduction of epidemic diseases into the Hedjaz was

unnecessary, some delegates feared that, without that "barrier ", epidemic diseases

were bound to be transmitted from Pakistan into the Hedjaz and thence to Egypt and

even European countries. In an attempt to allay those fears, he described the

procedure adopted in the despatch of pilgrims from Pakistan and the penalties

which could be imposed on ships' masters not complying with the requirements. He

could not understand how a second check at Kamaran could give any better assurance

than was offered by that procedure.
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He believed that the arrangements already in progress at Jeddah represented

a great step forward and that the Saudi Arabian Government should be asked to

establish a temporary quarantine station there pending the construction of the

permanent one which had been planned.

Dr. Jafar mended his proposal macle at the previous meeting by suggesting

that paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 4 be deleted and, as a further safeguard for

the Saudi Arabian Government, that a provision be inserted requiring all pilgrim

ships entering the harbour of Jeddah to do so in quarantine; that would enable

the Saudi Irabian port health authorities to make their own check.

The CH.'.IRTAN asked the Delegate of Saudi Arabia to explain what progress had

been made in the establishment of a quarantine station at Jeddah: he understood

that construction had started a fortnight ago and that consequently it would not

be completed and operating for some time.

Dr. PHAR ON (Saudi Arabia) said his Government would have no objection to

the maintenance of the Kamaran station until a quarantine station had. been

established at Jeddah, but he would like to k?ow exactly what measures were taken

at Kamaran. If it wore only a simple control, that could be done equally as well

at Jeddah. The CHAIR .N replied that the functions of the Kamaran station were

as described in .'article 4.

Interpreting the opinion of the committee as being in favour of the abolition

of the Kamaran station, the CH IRiLU1 asked if the Saudi Arabian Government would

be able to make temporary arrangements at Jeddah, which would include the reception

of cases of disease, pending the completion .of a. modern sanitary station..
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In reply to a question by Dr. RAJA (India) as to whether special arrangements

could be made for the forthcoming pilgrimage if article 4, paragraph 1 were

deleted, the CHAIR.I;N said that, as any measure provided for under Article 4

could not be applied for at least a year, the provisions of the 1926 Convention

would remain in force.

Dr. RAJA (India) said in that case all pilgrim ships coming from the south

would have to call at Kamaran: at present, ships from Pakistan were not calling

there. As a considerable number of pilgrims therefore might not comply with the

provisions of Article 127 of the 1926 Convention, the committee should consider

whether, in the interests of world health, any action should be taken, at Kamaran.

Dr, 2;IAMOEN (Indonesia) asked that, provided the Kamaran station were

maintained at least during 1951, the requirement for pilgrim ships to call at

Kamaran should apply only to infected or suspected ships.

The CH;IR:,IAN said the present position was that, according to the provisions

of the 1926 Convention, all ships proceeding to Jeddah from the south must call at

Kamaran, no distinction being made between healthy and infected ships. The

maintenance of the Kamaran station was under a completely different arrangement.

In reply to a question by Dr. R,.JA (India) the CHAIR:,12,N explained that, in

view of their reservations to the 1926 Convention, neither the Government of

Pakistan nor - as from July 1951 - the Government of India were under any obligation

for their ships to call at Kamaran: all other countries bound by that Convention

must instruct their ships to do so.

Decisions It was agreed, by 6 votes to 4, to delete Article 4, paragraph 1
of Annex A.
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The CHAIRMAN asked the Committee to consider whether, in view of the decision

just taken, Article 4 as a whole should be deleted or whether certain of the

provisions in the present text should be retained for application at Jeddah. It

had been suggested that ships should continue in quarantine until released from

that quarantine at Jeddah. In the absence of any such proposal, in consequence

of the deletion of paragraph 1, the whole article must be deleted.

Dr. RAJA (India) supported the suggestion that ships should be required to

enter Jeddah in quarantine,

Replying to Dr. GAUD (France), who asked what measures would be taken at

Jeddah on the arrival of a cholera- infected ship, Dr. PH." ,ON (Saudi Arabia) said

that the port health authorities could deal with one ship - but not more - in the

same may as had been done at the tine of the 1947 epidemic in Egypt.

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the following text should replace the whole of

Article 4:

"Every pilgrim ship coming from the south shall on arrival at
Jeddah, proceed to the quarantine station designated by the health
authority and shall not disembark pilgrims until the ship is released

from quarantine."

Dr. Jh,FAR (Pakistan) suggested the following wording:

"Every pilgrim ship on arrival at the port of Jeddah shall enter

the harbour in quarantine."

Mr. Hf.SELGROVE (United Kingdom). supported the proposal but was. doubtful about

the use of the term "in quarantine ", as that word did not appear in the main body

of the Regulations.
!
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In reply to a question by Dr. RAJA (India) as to the desirability of

incorporating in the proposed text a suggestion that appropriate provision be

made by the Government of Saudi Arabia for dealing with infected persons, the

CHAIRiIAN said that would be difficult; it would be an attack on the sovereign

rights of the country.

Decision: It was agreed to replace Article 4 of Annex A by a text on the
lines proposed, it being left to the Drafting Sub -Committee to suggest

the precise wording.

Article

Dr. PRIR..ON (Saudi Arabia) proposed deletion of Article 5 on the grounds

that the measures it prescribed were unnecessary and troublesome to the pilgrims.

The Government of Saudi Arabia communicated a weekly sanitary report to the

diplomatic missions at Jeddah as well as to the V7orld Health Organization,

beginning two months before the Pilgrimage. Confidence should be placed in the

sanitary authorities to carry out controls. Pilgrim ships leaving Jeddah should

be treated in the same manner as other ships having a clean bill of health.

He did not understand the attitude of the Special Committee which had

rejected the proposal to carry out stool examinations of pilgrims coming to the

Hedjaz from infected countries. If such an examination was forbidden, examination

of persons returning from the Hedjaz who were declared in good health should also

be forbidden.

Dr. EL- FAR, Bey (Egypt), commenting on the remarks of the delegate of Saudi

Arabia stated that his Government felt obliged to take the maximum measures to

ensure safety, so long as the question of endemicity in Pakistan and India was

still outstanding, and until sanitary conditions in the Hedjaz had attained the

degree of improvement envisaged.
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Dr. PADUA (Philippines) and Dr. ARACTINGI (Syria) supported the proposal to

delete Article 5.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that under the draft Regulations a new privilege

was accorded to pilgrims returning home through the Suez Canal who did not wish

to -land in Egypt... Those who wished to land would be subject, to the Egyptian

National Regulations,

Dr, PHARAON (Saudi Arabia), seconded by Dr. JA FAR (Pakistan), suggested that

since the question was a local one it concerned the Egyptian national regulations

and ought not to be included in international regulations.

Dr. EL -FAR, Bey, (Egypt) maintained that it was necessary for the safety of

the country to apply the measures to all pilgrims, whether Egyptian or not, either

coming or going to the territory.

After Mr. HOSTIE, Chairman, Legal Sub -Committee of the Expert Committee on

International Epidemiology and Quarantine, had at the requett of the CHAIRMAN

given a preliminary opinion on the necessity for the provisions of Article 5, it

was agreed to postpone further discussion until Mr. Hostiets considered legal

opinion could be given.

Article 6

The CHAIRMAN pointed out a printing error in the penultimate line of Article 6

where the word "shalltt appeared instead of "mart. Since the reference to Kamaran

must be deleted, as the result of the suppression of Article 4, it might be

advisable to delete the whole of the second sentence of Article 6.
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Dr. JAFAR (Pakistan) and Dr, PADUA (Philippines) supported the proposal, the

latter suggesting that a case of smallpox should be notifiable on the same lines

as play le) cholera and yellow fever,

In answer to a.question by Dr. J1FAR (Pakistan) on the scope of the territory

ecncc::°reds the CHAIRMAN expressed the opinión that the provision related to cases

occurring anywhere in the Hadjaz, and Dr, PHARLON (Saudi Arabia) said that the

Hadjaz formed a specific well- defined part of Saudi Arabia,

Dra JAF:1R (Pakistan) said that. as the second sentence was evidently intended

as a warning of the danger of infection to countries to which pilgrims would be

_ returning) it should be retained without change except for elimination of the

mention of Kamarano

Dr, GAUD :.?rance), as the representative of a country whose returning pilgrims

proceeded north through the Suez Canal) did not see the necessity for retaining

the Article. The diplomatic missions had the right, if they so desired, to

instruct the captain of a ship to go to El Tor and it was not necessary to include

the provision in international regulations,

Decision On the proposal of Dr, RAJA (India) it was agreed to recommend
retention of the first sentence of Article 6 as amended by the delegate of
the Philippines; and suppression of the second sentence,

Definition of 'pil; rim season!!

Decision; At the suggestion of Mr;, HASELGROVE (United Kingdom) it was agreed
that the Drafting Sub- Committee should be asked to draw up a definition of
"pilgrim season" to include the idea now incorporated in the definition of
° pilgrim ship",
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:article 7

Dr, EL -FAR, Bey, (Egypt), objecting to the necessity under Article 7 of

setting up a medical examination centre at Suez, stated that El Tor was near

Suez and was already well equipped. Article 71 of the Regulations gave States

the right to designate a specified airport for use by aircraft from an infected

local area and he felt that Egypt should have the right to designate El Tor for

pilgrim ships He therefore proposed amending paragraph 1, line 3, to read

"any ship returning northwards shall go to El Tor where the pilgrims shall be

medically examined ".

The CHAIRMAN recalled that Article 7 was the result of long discussions by

the PilgrimL e Sub -Committee at Alexandria and afforded some relief to pilgrims

returning northwards through the canal without the intention of landing in

Egyptian territory. That was a most welcome improvement on the 1926 Convention,

and he hoped the Egyptian Government would not now withdraw its acceptance.

Dr;, EL -FAR, Bey, (Egypt) said that the Egyptian Government was only asking

that foreign ships should; lit °e Egyptian ships, go to El Tor for examination

instead of to Suez because facilities were not available at the latter port.

Dro JAFAR (Pakistan) asked how pilgrims who were not going to land in

Egyptian territory could constitute a danger to the public health of that country.

The CHAIRMAN stated that the Sub- Committee on Pilgrimage had asked for the

change in procedure in order to avoid the expense incurred by ships having to

call at El Tor and being delayed there. The provision only applied to healthy

chips and since no pilgrims would land at Suez no special installation was

necessary there.
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Dr. EL -FAR, Bey, (Egypt) said thst owing to its narrowness, ships passing

through the Canal must be considered as passing through national territory. The

Egyptian Government therefore felt that it should have the right to control

ships before they entered the Canal, A ship only took six hours to reach Suez

from El Tor and the examination would involve little delay.

Epidemics of cholera started by persons passing through the Canal had been

recorded.

Dr, PHARAON (Saudi Arabia) referring to the first sentence of paragraph 2,

suggested that cholera infection was likely to start at Arafat where the pilgrims

were grouped before the return journey. They did not board the ship until five

days later so that by the time it reached Suez, it should have the right to pass

as a healthy ship.

Decisions: (1) On the suggestion of Dr, PADUA (Philippines) it was
agreed to recommend that the provisions of Article 7, paragraph 3 instead
of those of paragraph 4 should apply to smallpox, the Drafting Sub -

Committee to make the necessary amendment.

(2) Article 7 was accepted subjected to the above amendment.

The meeting rose at 4.30 p.m.


